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Abstract. To assess the effect of edge neutrals on the low-to-high confinement transition

threshold, a broad range of plasma discharges has been analyzed. From this analysis, the

transition power divided by the density, at constant magnetic field, appears to be a function of a

single parameter measuring the neutrals' effect. This results suggest that there is a missing

parameter linked to the neutrals in the power threshold scaling laws.

1. Introduction

One of the characteristic properties of the transition from the low confinement mode

(L-mode) to the high confinement mode (H-mode) [1], [2] is a power threshold. From the

early experiments, the power threshold, ?th» generally increases with line-averaged electron

density, n , and magnetic field, B [3]-[5]. A scaling law of the form Pth<*nB was

proposed [6]. This scaling is found for single null divertor configurations with the VB

direction towards the X-point. A power-threshold database exists from several devices

operating in conditions similar to those of the present International Thermonuclear

Experimental Reactor (ITER) design. These data permit the refinement of this scaling law,

and variants have been obtained by requiring dimensionally correct parametric dependences

and by including the device size dependence [7],[8]. However, there is not yet a scaling law

that describes the data well enough to allow an extrapolation to ITER conditions with

reasonable certainty. Evidence for the importance of atomic physics effects surfaced in

the first experiments that showed that access to the H-mode requires careful wall

conditioning and a reduction in the wall recycling [9]. It is also well known that changes in

wall conditioning and configuration can cause significant changes in the power threshold

[10]. However, there is very little information on how wall conditioning affects the low to

high L-to-H transition. An obvious potential mechanism is the coupling of the neutfal

dynamics to the transition mechanism, as indicated in several experiments [11]-[14].

Theoretical models have included the effect of neutrals on the L-to-H transition dynamics

[15]-[19]. A principal mechanism is the change of the ion momentum balance through

charge exchange friction.

2. Analysis of the gas puff, pumping, and density scan experiments

The data used in this analysis is a subset of discharges from two power threshold

experiments performed in DIII-D as part of the ITER physics studies [8]. All these

discharges are lower single-null divertor discharges with the shaping parameters similar to

the ITER shape. The ion VZ? drift is toward the X-point and the toroidal field is 2.1 T.
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The first experiment, performed in 1994, is a power threshold density scan [22]. The

density dependence of the power threshold, defined as the power through the separatrix, at

the moment of the transition [21], showed the characteristic shallow U-shape observed in

several devices. The second experiment was a series of discharges carried out in 1996 to test

the neutrals' effects on the power threshold [20] with active control of the neutrals. Three

variants were tried with the intention of changing the neutral density without changing the

plasma parameters too much: 1) a strong gas puff from the top of the machine to increase

the ratio of neutral to electron density; 2) the cryopump on, with the goal of decreasing the

neutral density; and 3) the X-point moved closer to the target plate. The power threshold

for the discharges with the cryopump on is 70% larger than that for the gas puff discharges,

and the densities are about 20% to 40% lower. The results of this experiment were counter-

intuitive in the sense that the discharges for which the goal was to increase the neutral

density had lower power threshold than the ones for which the goal was to decrease it.

The analysis of the data involves two steps. Since the neutral density distribution at the

plasma edge is not measured, we must first reconstruct the neutral density and temperature

distributions and the corresponding plasma-neutral reaction rates. This is done by fitting the

measured plasma parameters with the B2.5 edge plasma transport code [23] and generating

the neutrals profiles with the DEGAS code [24]. These codes are used iteratively but not

coupled. Details of the analysis are given in Ref. 21. The second part of the analysis is the

evaluation of parameters that may characterize the role of neutrals in the L-to-H transition,

such as the charge exchange damping rate, v e x . and the neoclassical poloidal flow damping

rate, nneo-

The calculated density profiles of neutrals in the SOL show that the neutral density

responded as expected in the experiment. That is, the discharges with added gas puff and

lower X-point have larger neutral density in the SOL than the standard case and the

discharges with the cryopump on have lower SOL neutral density. The neutral density

response inside the separatrix is the opposite to what it is in the SOL. The gas puff and

lower X-point discharges have lower neutral density than the standard discharge, while

discharges with the cryopump on have higher neutral density. This behavior of the neutrals

is caused by the nonlinear character of the fueling dynamics. When gas is puffed, the

neutral density in the SOL increases, causing an increase in the particle source. Because of

the enhancement in the particle source, the plasma edge density increases. The neutral

ionization mean free path is inversely proportional to plasma density, so the neutral particle

decay length inside the separatrix becomes shorter. The resulting profiles are such that the

neutral density is larger in the SOL and smaller inside the separatrix than those for the

standard discharge. In spite of the reduction of neutral density inside the separatrix the

particle source remains larger for the gas puff discharges than for the standard discharge.

Also the lower edge neutral density around the X-point results in a decrease of

approximately a factor of five in the maximum charge exchange damping rate with gas

puffing when compared to the standard discharge.

With lower X-point the neutral density close to the X-point and the particle source are

larger when compared with the standard discharge. The edge temperature is 20% lower and



the power input at the transition is higher in the standard discharge. These discharges with

a lower X-point have an enhanced particle source term, with properties similar to a discharge

with a very mild gas puff. Therefore, the argument from the case of gas puff discharges

carries over to this case. The discussion of the gas puff discharges can be applied in reverse

to the discharges with the cryopump on. For the pumped discharges, which have the highest

power threshold, the charge exchange damping dominates the neoclassical damping near

the X-point region. This suggests that neutrals are playing an important role.

For the 1994 density scan experiments, the two factors discussed above again play a

role in determining the neutral density inside the separatrix: (1) the particle source term

which increases as the line-averaged density increases, and (2) the neutral density

penetration length, that decreases with increasing line-averaged density. Since the neutral

profiles decay toward the inside of the plasma in a quasi-exponential fashion, the reduction

in decay length quickly becomes the dominant factor. Therefore, inside of the separatrix

region the low density plasma has higher neutral density than the high density plasmas.

3. Discussion and Conclusions

For averaged radius in the region 0.9 > r/rs > 0.95, we have found good correlation of

Psep/n with either the charge-exchange damping rate or the neutral density. It is useful to

consider dimensionless parameters representing the effect of neutrals. Since a mechamism

possibly responsible for the neutrals' effect on the transition threshold is a change in the

damping of the poloidal component of the ExB shear flow, we consider the parameter

{vCx)u/V
ineo • Here ( v ^ ) M is the maximum value of the charge exchange damping rate on

a fixed flux surface. In Figure 1, we have plotted P^/n as a function of {vCx)M/\!ineo f ° r

the r/rs = 0.95 surface. The correlation is very good considering the scattering of the initial

data. A fit to the data gives Pstp = n 0.37 + 0.63{\cx)uf\ijieo . Here, we express power in

MW, and density in units of 10^0 m '3 . Since (^ac)M/vL
neo increases (decreases) with

decreasing (increasing) line-averaged density, the combination of n increasing and

(vCT)w/(i.ne0 decreasing gives a U-shape dependence for P s e p as a function of n. This

dependence is simlar to the one observed in the threshold density scan experiments.

A good correlation is also obtained between Psep/n and Xn/rs> where, Xn is the

poloidally averaged neutral profile radial decay length (from the separatrix inwards), *but

such a fit gives a weak U-shape dependence of the power threshold on density. Other

parametric dependences are possible. However, having studied experiments from only a

single device, it is not possible to discriminate among these possible parameters.

Among other possible correlations between local plasma edge and neutrals parameters,

these data also show a correlation between v* and no/ne at r/rs = 0.95, as also seen in JT-

60U [13], [14]. As can be expected, V* also correlates well with (vcx)M/\ineo. This

correlation may be consistent with the change of the V* = constant threshold criterion [25]

when modified by the neutral effects [16].
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Figure 1. P^/n as a function of {vcx)M/\ineo for the Ha = 0.95 surface.


